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Center, endowed chair recommended for MSU
By LISA JACKSON
Editor In Chief
Murray State University was
recommended to receive a
Center of Excellence for
ecosystems studies and an endowed chair for applied
ecosystem ecology Monday by a
review panel made of five ex·
perts from all over the United
States.
Out of 38 proposals made by
state universities for Centers of
Excellence, only five were
recommended. Besides Murray
State's recommendation, two
were recommended for the
University of Kentucky and two
for the University of Louisville.
Out of 13 proposals for endow·
ed chairs, only fow· were recommended. The other universities
to receive a recommendation

A Center at MSU would help
further research and public service and help raise the quality
of the programa, Stroup said.
A statement in the proposal
"building on the strengths of the University submitted to the
review panel said, "designation
Kentucky," he said.
The quality of faculty and as a Center of Excellence can
support of key administrators provide the thrust required to
also helped in receiving the move the operation from a
recommendation, Boggess said. burgeoning, somewhat localized
"It was a team effort within the entity to one having national
and international proCollege of Science."
"We will make an unusual minence-something that all
contribution oot only to the Kentuckians will be proud to
economy of the state but to the claim and support."
The endowed chair in applied
region and the nation because
of the uniqueness of our loca· ecosystem ecology, if granted by
t.ion, the physical facilities that the Council, will be filled by so·
are already in place, the meone who is a recognized
strength of our faculty, and our scholar in ecosystem ecology. A
ability to b~ truly inter·
See CENTERS
disciplinary in our approach,"
President Kala M. Stroup said.
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Facilities, faculty enhance Ecosystem Studies
are Kentucky State University,
UK and U ofL.
If approved by the Council on
Higher Education May 7, Mur·
ray State will receive $389,000
in state funds to finance the
Center of Excellence. The state
w1ll provide $500,000 for the en·
dowed chair, which will be add·
ed to $500,000 already t·aised by
the University in private funds .
The fmances for the endowed
chair will be ongoing because
an endowment will be set up,
with the University using only
the interest off of the money.
A Center in Ecosystems
Studies would operate from
three main existin'g

facilities-the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center, Hancock Biological Station and the
Chemical Services Laboratory.
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the
College of Science, said these
facilities were one factor in
receiving the recommendation
for a Center.
Other factors include the uni·
queness of the resources
available to the University in
this area, he said. One phase of
ecosystems studies is "how our
environment is affected by and
how it affects certain opera·
tiona," Boggess said.
With Lake Barkley and Ken·
t.ucky Lake so near, we are

Business college placed
on trial period because
of lack of faculty research
By CATHY DAVENPOR'~
Staff Writer
The College of Business and
Public Affairs was notified
April 13 that it has not met
faculty research and publica·
tion standards of its reac·
creditation process and,
therefore, has been placed on a
one-year trial period.
Dr. John Thompson, dean of
the college, said the accrediting
board, the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of
Business, requires the college to
submit an up·dated report
reflecting improvements at the
end of one year, or else face the
possibilities of probation or ac·
creditation denial.
"We don't expect either to be
probated or denied (reaccreditation)," Thompson said. "I've got
a lot of confidence in our faculty
in every sense of the word.
They're doing a good job now,
but they're just going to have to
do more."
Thompson also ·said the ac·
crediting board's decision was
not one totally unexpected by
the college, nor is it one that
will have any major negative
impacts during the next year.
"A continuation of efforts is
basically what it means,"
Thompson said: "To make a
long story short, the (reac·
creditation) process is not over
yet."
Thompson said the college
will continue to be fully accredited at both the graduate
and undergraduate levels dur·
ing its one·year trial period.
"In the (accrediting board's)
final analysis, the college actually came out looking really
good, with one exception-the
amount of publication and
faculty research," Thompson
said.

As part of ~ts reaccreditation
process during the past two
years, the college did a one-year
self study in order to get an idea
of its own strengths and
weaknesses before the ac·
crediting team visited in
November, Thompson said.
"We knew we had a problem
(in t.he area of research and
publication) when we went
through the self-study," he said.
Thompson also said that,
when he assumed the position
as dean of the college in July
1985, it was one of his top
priorities to improve research.
"One of my major goals has
been to create an environment
that provides the atmosphere
and motivation for faculty to do
research,'' Thompson said.
The college will attempt to
develop new plans for salary
allocations to the faculty doing
research. The college will also
work toward initiating a pro·
gram to temporarily release
faculty for research purposes.
Another problem the college
will address during the next
year is one of filling some va·
cant faculty positions, Thomp·
son said.
"It's pretty difficult to recruit
(faculty) in this area with our
market salary,'' he said. ''There
is a short supply of business
faculty with the' attributes we
are looking for, and they're very
expensive compared to other
faculty."
Thompson said one way the
college will addref.!s the issue of
vacant positions is to send some
of their younger faculty back to
school to get their doctorates.
Significant steps have also
been taken to raise funds to sup·

See ACCREDITATION
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Solar soaking
PHYSICS LAB STUDENTS Casey Kurth and Carl Anderson, both of Murray, measure heat Intensity with a solar panel In front of Reagan Field this week.

EVELYN LINN ALBRITTEN

AUBURN J. WELLS

JACK GARDNER

SID EASLEY

MAX B. HURT

Five outstanding alumni to be recognized
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER
Reporter

Five University graduates
have been chosen to receive the
first Golden Horseshoe Awards
to be awarded by the University Alumni Association, Saturday, April 25, at 7 p.m. during
the Annual Alumni Banquet to
be held in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The five are Evelyn Linn
Allbritte n, class of 1926; Max
B. Hurt, 1927; Jack Gardner,
1927; Auburn J . Wells, 1929;
and Sid Easley, 1962.

According to Donna Herndon,
director of Alumni Affairs, the
awards were established this
year to "recognize the service
of dedicated alumni who have
held responsible positions and
who have, through significant
and continuing support, contributed to the excellence of
MSU."
Evelyn Linn Allbritten, one
of two surviving members of
MSU's first graduating class,
was a math teacher at the
University for 42 years,

teaching through the transitions from teacher's college to
college to university.
Max B. Hurt began his career
as a teacher, but his career was
disrupted by World War 1.
After he returned from his service in the military, he held
jobs such as postmaster,
secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce, national treasurer
of Woodmen of the World and
executive vice-president of
W.O.W. before retiring in 1962
to return to Happy Home

Gardner has been a teacher,
Farms, his birthplace near
coach and principal. He is a
Kirksey.
lifetime member of the University
Alumni Association and
Auburn J . Wells was a professor of political science at the was a member of the Century
University for 25 years in addi- Club.
The youngest award winner,
tion to being a teacher, coach
and principal in the public attorney Sid Easley, has
school system before he retired already encompassed a long list
in 1972.
of accomplishments. He served
three years as an officer in the
Although he had a long list of Air Force, eight years as
accomplishments, Jack Gard- Calloway County attorney and
ner did not see that he had done three years as district judge in
anything special to deserve the Calloway and Marshall
award.
counties.

Staff awards
EXCELLENCE AWARDS were
presented to eight University
staff by University President
Kala M. Stroup. They were (left
to right) J. C. Schroader,
Johnny Herndon, Betty Hornsby, Tommy P atterson ,
Stroup, Mildred H odge,
Phayree Cook, Larry Anderson
and Perry Lamb.

Junior Jam Day planned

Tours scheduled for high· school juniors
Campus tours and visits with tion day the Office of School
college faculty and staff are on Relations has sponsored for
the intinerary for area high high school juniors, according to
school juniors and their parents Carmen Garland, assistant
who attend Junior Jam Day director of sc:hool relations.
Saturday, April 25.
About 500 students are expected to attend.
"Junior Jam Day is a chance
for MSU to put its best foot forRegistration is scheduled
ward and give these students from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. in Racer
the opportunity to tour the cam- Arena. University officials will
pus," Paul Radke, director of greet the juniors and their
school relations, said, "and, parents before they are a.asignhopefully, help them choose ed to small groups for tours of
Murray State as their the campua and the residence
university."
halls. Student ambassadors will
be conducting the tours.
The event is the first visitaLunch will be provided in

Winslow Cafeteria, followed by
an open house in each of Murray State's six col leges-Business and Public Af.
fairs, Education, Fine Arts and
Communication, Humanistic
Studies, Industry and
Technology and Science-where
faculty representatives will
speak to the atudenta about
what each college has to offer.
Personnel from the Office of
Student Financial Aid will also
be available throughout t he
afternoon to explain t he application process and the loan,

grant and scholarship programs
that are available.
"We are aware that high
school students are looking into
college earlier," Garland said.
"We don't want them to miss
deadlines such as scholarships
and financial aid."
Junior Jam Day is open to all
high school juniors in Murray
State's four-state service area
<Kent11cky, Tennessee, Illinois
and Miaaouri). Stlldenta interested in participat ing should
contact the Office of School
Relations by phoning 762-2896
or 762-2897.

Phones died,
MSU on hold
A faulty charger was the
cause of the break-down of
the campus phone system
Monday and Tuesday, Dallas
Carpenter, advanced techni·
cian for Integrated Telecom·
munications System, said.
The charger started caus·
ing trouble on Monday night
and fi na lly burned out.
Carpenter said he then
ordered a charger from
Louisville, which arrived
Tuesday night.
The break-down cost ITS,
which has a maintenance
agreement with Murr ay
State University, approx·
imately $83,000.
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Professor encourages Americans'
comprehending U.S. Constitution
By CATHY DAVENPORT
Staff Writer

Understanding the United
States Constitution is an
American's greatest protection
against demagoguery (political
leaders' appealing to the emo·
tions of the people in order to
advance their own political
ends), Dr. Mary K. Tachau, con·
stitutional expert, said during
the recent C.S. Lowry
Distinguished Lecture Series.
A history professor from the
University of Louisville,
Tachau spoke to an audience of
approximately 175 students,
faculty and people from the
community who gathered last
week in the Wrather West Ken·
tucky Museum Auditorium.
In her speech, titled "The
Bicentennial: A Celebration of
Constitutionalism," Tach au
promised her audience the con·
stitution is a thin, comprehensi·
ble and comforting document.
She encouraged everyone,
especially students, to celebrate
its 200-year anniversary by
becoming familiar with it.
"I think it would be wonderful
if in this year, the bicentennial
celebration of our constitution,
everyone would read it and
learn enough to feel comfor·
table about its basic structure,"
she said.
In an interview before her
speech, Tachau said many of
the students who take her
courses in constitutional
history plan to go to law school.
However, she said she also has
students from a large variety of
majors.
"The constitution is too im·
portant to leave to the
lawyers," Tachau said. "It pro·
vides the fundamental basis of
our government, our legal
system and all of our rights. I
think the more people who
become interested in the con·
stitution, the better."
Tachau also said she oppoi!es
the idea of forming a new con·
stitutional convention to draft
an up-dated national charter.
"I don't think it (a new con·
vention) is necessary," she said.
"If there are ways it should be
changed, I think it should be
done by amendment.
"The constitution is going to
survive us all as it has survived
until now and worked well for
us for over 200 years. I'd rather

and it wouldn't bother anybody
because I'm middle class. But
'Somebody said as
when a black male or a hispanic
long as there are math
male or even a white male with
long hair gets up on a soap box
tests, there will be
and says that, people get wor·
prayer in the schools'
ried. That's where we need the
-Tachau First Amendment," she said.
keep what we've got and change
the parts that are out of date,''
Tachau said.
The constitutional historian
said she also opposes the propos·
ed amendments to outlaw abor·
tion, to permit prayer in public
schools and to mandate a
balanced budget. However, she
supports the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Tacbau said that although the
constitution prohibits prayer
established by government. it
doesn't prohibit private, volun·
tary prayer. ''Somebody said as
long as there are math tests,
there will be prayer in the
schools," she said.
According to Tachau, we don't
need an amendment to balance
the national budget. "Congress
just needs to pull up their socks
and do it,'' she said.
However, Tachau said she
hopes the Equal Rights Amend·
ment proposal has not died
completely.
"We still need it (ERA),"
Tachau said. "Women still do
not have equal rights in all
states. When both men and
women are recognized on the
same level, we will have
established a thoughtful
revolution."
When asked how she thought
a constitution drawn up today
.would differ from the one framed jn 1787, Tachau said her
answer would depend on
whether she was feeling op·
timistic or pessimistic.
With an optimistic view, she
said we · might have an equal
rights provision; with a
pessimistic view, she wonders
whether it would "reflect such
tolerance for diversity".
Tachau called herself an ab·
solutist on the First Amend·
ment, which guarantees
freedom of speech and religion,
and said it reflects a
remarkable toleration for dif·
ferent views.
"I can get up and say
'Workers of the world unite"

Although she feels the constitution has worked well for
200 years, Tachau said she
believes there are still some
promises it makes which remain to be realized, including
equal justice under law.
"Success of democracy is not
determined by interest. rates,
but by the adequacy of the
clothing and food of our poorest
families," she said, "and the
quality of education (is
measured) by what is available
to the poorest child."
Above all, Tachau said, as
Americans, we should celebrate
conatitionalism-"our shared
commitment to a constitutional
government, a government based on written law.
"What really makes ours (our
constitution) work is us-our
confidence in a rule oflaw... that
is written down," she said.
"That makes it possible for us
to celebrate the bicentennial. I
think it is our respect for the
rule of law that is really the
essence of constitutionalism.
"Together we believe the rule
of law is more important than
any of us as individuals."
Tachau said. "We have all
learned there is greater securi·
ty, as well as more freedoms, in
living under our constitution
than we will find living in any
other country without it."
Author of FedRral Courts in
the Early Republic: Kentuclty
1789·1816, Tachau received her
doctorate from the University of
Kentucky and is a member of
the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights. She has been
active in the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky.
Tachau is also a member of
Project '87, a national historical
program started 10 years ago to
promote constitutional study
and scholarship.
Her speech was purt of the lee·
ture series sponsored by the
College of Humanistic Studies
and was organized through the
department of history. The
series was started in 1975 and.
is named for Dr. C.S. Lowry.

Police
Report

Schedule for
Alumni events

April 13
An incident of sexual miscon·
duct was reported in Elizabeth
Hall.
April14
An assault was reported in
Hester Hall. No one was
prosecuted.
April l~

Vance Farrow reported the
burglary of a radio from the
Fine Arts Building art studio.
Apri116
The burglary of a tape deck
was reported from Room 214 of
the Fine Arts Building.
Martin Clark reported the
theft of a radar detector from
the Waterfield Library parking
lot.
Aprill7
Terry Anderson reported the
theft of an amplifier and
receiver from the Springer Hall
parking lot.
Michael R. Farris of New
Haven and David R. Martin of
Henderson were awarded let·
ters of appreciation· this week
for assisting in apprehending
suspects in separate incidents.
Farris, a security guard in
Richmond Hall, assisted in apprehending a student March 27.
The student had committed a
theft in the Fine Arts Building
and criminal mischief in the
Curris Center parking lot. He
ran into Richmond Hall where
he was apprehended.
Martin, a security guard in
Franklin Hall, assisted in apprehending a student who had
possession of stolen goods April
20. The subject was chased into
Clark Hall and apprehended
there.
Information for thifi report
was obtailled from Capt. Carl
Martin of the University department of public safety. Anyone
u·ho sees a crime or ha., inf()rmation regarding one should phone
the department of public safety
at 762·2701.

Friday, April24
11:30 a .m.-Emeritus Club
luncheon in the Curris
Center Ballroom, $7 per per·
son. Phone 762-6926 or
762·3739 for reservations
6 p.m.-R.O.T. C. Open
House, Equipment Displays
Parachute Assault Team
(101st Airborne) demonstration at Roy Stewart Stadium
7:30 p.m.-Annual Blue·
Gold Football game at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Admis·
sion-canned food item or appropriate monetary donation
to Needline
8 p.m.-MSU Choir Concert
in the Recital Hall Annex. No
admission charge
Saturday, Apri1 25
9 a.m.-Racer Classic Golf
Tournament at the Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Entry
fee-$50. Call (502) 762·3000
for information
9 a.m.-8 p.m.-Jackson Pur·
chase Arts & Crafl.s Festival
at the MSU Exposition
Center. Admission
$1-adults; $.50-children.
TV room for children;
refreshments available
10 a.m.-R.O.T.C. Open
House continues; static
displays and activities until 3
p.m.
7 p.m.-Annual Alumni
Banquet in the Curris Center
Ballroom, $8 per person.
Phone 762-6926 or 762-3739
for reservations during office
hours (8 a.m.-4:30p.m., M·F>
SW.day, April 26
11 a.m.-Jackson Purchase
Arts & Crafts Festival con·
tinues until 5 p.m.
3:30 p.m.-Chamber Orchestra Concert in the
Recital Hall Annex. No ad·
mission charge

Upfront
Contemporary
Christian
Rock Group
7:30p.m. Tomorrow
at the
Baptist Student Unio n
(~hind Elizabeth Hall)

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Plaques

and
Trophies

available

1st Anniversary

Week~nd

Special - May 1-3

GET 50~ OFF THESE ITEMS:

Homem ade Ice Cream, Waffle Cones,
Medium & Large frozen Yogurts
CHESTHUTrHILLS.. SHP ." CTR. - BET'a'EEN K-~HART &• r J C P£NNEY
•

* Largest selection in the area
* One day service on rush
* Best prices
Honors Day Special
First 200 letters engr,aved
FREE!!

171JS~()I~-----------------------Ap-ril-24~
~~~~~
MSU Plan has right idea
STtWA ~:r S T ADJ U/vf
but wrong application
John Locke, the famous English
political philosopher, once wrote
about civil responsibility and the
right of the society to rise up against
government when it no longer concerned itself with the best interest of
society.
It appears that under the leadership of Dr. Frank Julian Murray
State is trying to seek out student
apathy and force it from campus.
How should this be done? Why not
propose an attractive package to
students to entice them to attend
musical concerts, guest lectures and
other ffllObroadening"tllOOevents.
As the plan stands now and if passed by the Board of Regents and ap·
proved by the University communi·
ty at large, incoming freshmen may
be required to earn 15 co-curricular
credits to pass freshman orientation.
Also, a problem could arise if the
incentives proposed in the Murray
State Plan are passed through the
chains of command such as the
Academic Council and Faculty
Senate. Students who apply for positions such as student ambassadors,
resident advisers and summer orientation counselors could be rejected

for not having enough co-curricular
credits.
It seems that the Murray State
Plan would invoke a waste of time
and effort because someone is going
to have to make the proposed colorcoded coupons. Someone is going to
have to keep up with each student's
collected credits. Someone is going
to have to be at every event on campus to collect students' coupons. The
list goes on.
The students who might be in·
terested in participating in the plan
will be the ones who would be actively involved in campus activities
anyway. Why spend all the
resources for a gold-sealed diploma?
We hope that the Board and others
involved in the decision-making concerning this plan will use the power
of item veto, at least, before approving any aspect of it.
Although the proponents for the
plan say getting students more involved in school by having them at·
tend extra-curricular events would
help in student retention, it could
very possibly work to the detriment
of the University.

FJSJSDBACR-------------Co-curricular Plan gets
thumbs down from student
young and just forming all of our other
To the Editor:
When the idea of co-curricular credits social habits. Is this plan just a stifled
first surfaced this semester we all had a maternal instinct?
The inordinate value placed upon
hearty, if slightly embarrassed, chuckle
extra-curricular
~vents seems strange,
Sure, in the knowledge that everyone
else would find the idea as appalling as given that this value is not so obviously
we did, we didn't bother to speak up placed elsewhere. That anyone would
right away. But when we read that the think it meaningful to dole out degrees
"MSU Plan," the brainchild of Frank for attending football games and lecJulian (known and well remembered as tures is beyond belief.. Where does it
the man who said, "Our students should stop? Do we continue on towards a
be perceived as paying their fair share."), master's degree in extra-curricular ac·
had been approved (unanimously, in· tivities? And why stop there-let's give
credible as that seems) by the Student everyone a doctorate in "how to attend.
Life committee, we realized that the joke aporting and cultural events." Better
yet, let's do it on the ''honor system."
had gone on quite long enough.
First, the Plan seems to have been And let's make the gold seal on the real
designed by someone desperately in need diplomas really "special."
Right. God forbid the national press
of attention and recognition-no matter
the cost-and should be quickly dismiss- ever gets hold of this. If Murray is look·
ed for that reason alone. Secondly, it ing for coast to coast J,h-omotion as an
makes Murray State, which already education mover and shaker, we just
labors under a reputation for being an might get it. It may be on David Letter·
"easy" university, look like a local man, but that probably won't matgathering of buffoons who have nothing ter-nothing else has so far.
Our dread that this plan will be apbetter to do than sit around thinking of
ways to better "perceive" themselves as proved by the Board of Regents is equall·
ed only by two things: utter disappointan actual educational facility.
The saddest part of the Murray State ment with the students and faculty who
Plan is the belief, expressed by its pro· are sitting idly by while this ridiculous
ponents, that involvement in campus ac- plan progresses, inexorably, toward ap·
tivities is the reason we stay in school. proval and sheer joy that our own
Although these things are in fact diplomas will not be demeaned by this
related, we think the cause and effect misguided attempt to "improve'' ow·
process has been confused. Has it oc- educational experience.
cured to anyone m charge that perhaps
Kate Hoffman
the reason we stay in school is because
senior
we are genuinely here to get an educaEditor's note: the original uersion ofthe
tion and not because our student LD.
provides us free access to sparling and MSU Plan did haue provisions for cocultural events? It could also be true cu,.rir:ular credit for attending athletic
that students who stay in school do f\O events (otfiPr than itltramurals.J The
because they care, and very often people revtsed plan does not include credtt for
who care will participate in extra· MSU football or basketball games. Nine
cwTicular activities. Finally, the time to students beside.~ Hoffman signed this letinsti11 in us the desire to "be involved" is ter. A copy of it is on record in the offices
not in college, for credit, but when we are ofThe Murray State News.

J

Student questions recruitment ad
To the Editor:
As an intelligent young woman. 1 was
immediately curious upon discovering
the advertisement tucked into this
week's newspaper (see the Racer Foot·
ball advertisement in the April 17 edi·
tion) as to the implied duties not
specifically meqtioned in the ad. Exactly
how do you expect female students at
Murray to help you recruit football
players? I can only guess tha£ you plan
to dangle these women in front of the
young men as bait, rather like the pro-

verbial"carrot on a stick" routine. You
haven't mentioned what qualifications
you expect of your "hostesses," nor have
you mentioned any sort of monetary
compensation the women might receive
for this rather dubious privilege of tak·
ing over some of your responsibilities. I
find your intentions much less than
honorable and am embarrassed that you
expect us to fall for it.
Kate Hoffman
senior

Fall break suggestion clarified
To the Editor:
With regard to the new fall break as
proposed by the Student Government
Association, I would like to clarify my
ideas which were reported in your April
10 issue. The proposal, as I understand
it, would involve a Friday-Monday break
at mid-semester and would add the
Wednesday of Thanksgiving week as an
additional class day. The idea of a brief
mid-semester break is good, but not if
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving day
is added as a class day and not if a net
loss of one class day occurs.
My suggestion is to have a ThursdayFriday break at mid-semester and to
have the entire week of Thanksgiving as
a break. The Thursday-Friday break
would eliminate one day each of the
Monday- Wednesday-Friday and
Tuesday-Thursday course sequences.
The arguments for a full week break at
Thanksgiving are obvious except
po~sibly one which may be old-fashioned.
Some families use the week of
Thanksgiving for a sort of family reu·
nion or other such activity. Having this
whole week off would facilitate participation in such activities. It was incorrectly reported in your April 10 issue
that. I was in favor of the week before
Thanksgiving as a break.
Notice that my suggestion would
eliminate a total of four days from the
current fall calendar. As an instructor I

am very much opposed to eliminating
any days. The obvious solution is to tack
on days at the beginning or the end of
the semester, one of these added days being Labor Day.
In conclusion, my suggestion would
provide the fall break, eliminate the cur·
rent inefficiencies of the Labor Day
break and the two-day break at
Thanksgiving week, provide some
balance on the MWF and Tr sequences
and make everyone very happy. Vote for
my suggestion.
Dr. Harry L. Conley
professor

Staff member
says 'thanks'
for award
To the Editor:
I want to say thanks to the Board of
Regents. president Kala M. Stroup.
membertl of the St.aff Congress and facul ·
ty and staff for making me one of the
eight presented with a Staff Excellence
Award. It was the greatest day of my
·ure. You all are the greatest.
Tommy Patterson

FEEDBACR---------April2..:,al~
.; . ; .;. :s~

Forced involvement?
The best way to stifle student apathy doesn't rest with one plan
The comment seemed innocent enough. All I said was
"Well, it looks like they' ll be
passing that co-curricul ar
thing. Nobody's spoken out
against it." I never thought I'd
get the reaction I did. My two
friends (with whom I'd traveled
that afternoon to a recreational
establishment in the next
state,) were outraged.

ticipating in extra-curricular
activities. But, the proponents
of the program would say I'm
taking the co-curricular concept
out of context. Maybe so, but
the repercussions of pushing
this idea to the point that
freshmen may be required to
take a certain number of hours
to pass freshmen orientation
cannot be ignored.

My friends were upset enough
to conduct an informal survey of
students at registration. Of the
106 juniors they surveyed on
April 21, 68 percent did not
even know what the MSU CoCurricular Plan was. Only 8.5
percent of the 32 pet'cent who
knew what the plan was agreed
with it. Twenty percent of the
students disagreed with the
plan.

The battle the administration
is waging against student
apathy is commendable. Its
methods however, are questionable. While it is unfortunate that Racer Arena and
Stewart Stadium are not packed to capacity at every home
game, it is a fact of life on a suitcase campus.
It is also unfortunate that peo-

ple such as Bart Washer,
University Center Board concert chairman emeritus, must
suffer the consequences of the
fluctuating musical tastes of
students. The failure of two top
40 bands to draw crowds at
Murray State was not the fault
of Washer, UCB or the Office of
Student Development . It
My friends ' passionate was auo not the fault of the
display of campus · students.
consciousness surprised me a
While concerts have failed
little. But I was pretty upset
myself when I heard the pro- this year, lectures have not. The
spects of giving credit for par- UCB has had interesting

Of the 'as sophomores polled, SO percent hadn't heard of the
plan. Six percent of the 20 percent knowledgable enough to
comment agreed with the plan,
six percent also disagreed and
six percent were undecided on
the issue.

Dannie
Prather
Senior
Editor

speakers and good turnouts,
some standing room only, for
political speakers Shirley
Chisholm, Abbie Hoffman and
ex-KGB major Stanislov Levchenko. This is apathy?
The influence professors have
on student turnout at events is
marked. Perhaps one reason the
lectures have been successful is
because of the support of the
professors in the political
science department. Most en·
courage, not require, their
students to attend the pro·
grams. Some even offer extra
points to entice students'
attendance.
Fine arts professors, many
times, require students to attend a certain number of concerts, plays or exhibits to complete the course. This supports

their own department as well as
exposes a student to cultural activities he may never experience otherwise. While the
students may complain about
attending them, most would
agree it's better than writing a
research paper.

Admirable, but unrealistic.
It is also naive to believe all of
the students who do attempt the
program will respect the honor
system. Those who abuse the
system could drive morale into
the ground.

Considering making the cocurricular plan a requirement
for freshmen is not only silly,
it's unfeeling. I cannot imagine
worrying about getting 15
hours of activity credit, on top of
making decent grades, adapting
to college life and dealing with
a certain amount of
homesickness all in one
And there has yet to be in semester.
print a definition of a cocurricular hour. Would etten·
Forcing involvement is the
ding a lecture or recital be best way to stifle it. Students
worth the same •amount of forced to comply their freshman
credit as being Student Govern- year would almost certainly
ment Association president for abandon the degree their
a semester?
sophomore year.
What's even more disturb·
The real remedy, if there is
ing-is there a chance that ap·
plications of scholarship reel· one, for lack of involvement on
pients, summer orientation campus comes from the faculty
counselors and resident ad- and student leaders who are in
visers be denied because of a such a perfect position to inlack of co-curricular activities? fluence how students spend
their free time. It should not be
It seems Dr. Frank Julian, left up to one man's plan or one
who came up with the plan, is office to correct human nature.
trying to correct, en masse, the What's more, when extra·
problem of poor attendance and curricular isn't extra anymore,
lack of supwrt for campus ac· is there any such thing 8$ free
tivities with one sweeping plan. time?

But the unfairness comes
from how vague the plan is now. ·
No one knows if students who
already are required to attend
extra-curricular events will
have to go above and beyond to
get their co-curricular brownie
points.

Move Yourself,
All Your Stuff,
And Save, Too!

' "'II

GET IN ON A GOOD THING AT
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. . 2CAN

DINE FOR
$6.99
Take your choice of 10 great-tasting
meals Including:

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare cos lll before you make plans ror moving at the end or
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We're near campus
Discount rates with student ID

• U.S.D.A. Choice Chopped Steak Dinner
• Country Fried Steak Dinner
• Spicy Bite--Size Shrimp Dinner
• Breast of Chicken Sandwich Plate
• Seafood Salad Delight
• Liver and Onions
• Italian Style Spaghetti
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MSU awarded grant for science workshop
fective teaching of high school
chemistry and physical science.
An opportunity to discuss problems associated with science
teaching will be offered to ad·
ministrators of participating
teachers through a one-day
principals workshop.
Vandegrift said the workshop
is designed especially for
teachers "who wish to improve
their backgrounds in the fun·
damentals of chemistry and
physical science and who seek
to incorporate more laboratory
experiments into the courses
they currently teach." Twenty·
four teachers from the Murray
State area will be accepted into
the workshop. Each will receive
compensation of $200 a week
for six weeks, plus round·trip
travel expenses and room and
board. Up to 9 hours of graduate
credit applicable to the master's
degree in teaching chemistry or
credit above master's level will

The National Science Founda·
tion (NSF) has awarded a
$199,030 grant to Murray State
University for a regional
science workshop for high
school chemistry and physical
science teachers during the
summers of1987 and 1988. The
dates for the summer 1987
workshop are June 15-July 24.
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, pro·
fessor and chair of the
chemistry department at Mur·
ray State, will be project direc·
' tor. He said the six week
workshop should provide
teachers with a review of
chemistry necessary for
teaching a modern chemistry or
physical science course.
The workshop will emphasize
both chemistry concepts and ex·
periments suitable for pre·
college laboratories . The
workshop will include discus·
siou of the educational theory
and methods associated with ef·

be awarded for successful com·
pletion of the workshop.
The application to conduct the
workshops was submitted by
Vandegrift to the National
Science Foundation last fall
following a similar workshop of·
fered in the summer of 1986 at
Murray State University. "The
success of the teachers participating in the 1986 workshop
contributed significantly to the
approval of our application for
continued funding by National
Science Foundation,"
Vandegrift said. "We are pleas·
ed that the National Science
Foundation baa committed approximately one-third of $1
million over the three-year
period to the continuing education of science teachers in the
region served by Murray State
University , " Vandegrift
continued.
Professional staff instructors
for the workshop will include

Dr. Karl Hussung, professor of
chemistry; Dr. David A. Owen,
associate professor of
chemistry; Dr. Arvin Crafton,
associate professor of elemetary
and secondary education; and
Ms. Paula Hill, master
chemistry teacher at Marshall
County High School. Ms. Belin·
da Woods will act as project
secretary and MSU chemistry
graduate students Tom
Maudru, Mayfield, and Ed·
mund Rucker, Paducah, will
also assist in the project.
A preliminary mailing announcing the workshop was ap·
proved by the National Science
Foundation and mailed to
selected teachers in the region
earlier this year.
Anyone wanting application
forms or additional information
should write to Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, professor and chair,
department of chemistry, Mur·
ray State University.

Regents meet
on Saturday
The Board of Regents will
meet Saturday in the Board
Room on the third floor of
Wells Hall at 10:30 a.m.
The following items are in·
eluded in the agenda:
• The appointment of an
athletic director.
• The appointment of chair·
man for the departments of
psychology, nursing, art and
economics and finance.
• Priorities for capital con·
struction request for 1988-90
biennium.
• 1987-88 University budget.
• Approval of the Murray
State Plan.
• Health insurance requirement for foreign students. ·
• Recommendations for pro·
motion, tenure and sab·
batical leave.

\
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PEOPLE
Julie Tucker, Calhoun, will
represent Murray State in the
Mountain Laurel Festival at
Pine Mountain State Park in
Pineville, May 21-24.
James Schempp, associate
professor of speech communication and theatre, has had an article accepted for publication in
Theatre Design and Technology.
the quarterly journal of the
United States Institute for
Technical Theatre.
Ann Carr has joined the staff
of the Adult Learning Center as
the adult basic education homebound instructor for Murray
and Calloway County.
Dr. Sam Minner, and Dr.
Greg Prater, assistant pr<>fessors in the department of
special education, have coauthored a paper which will appear in the April issue of The
Journal of Reading, Writing
and Learning Disabilities.
Dr. Lanette Thurman, assis·
tent to the president and director of institutional planning
and research, presented a paper
on facultr perceptions of their
role in student retention at the
1987 Growth and Research
Organization for Women in
Kentucky conference at Northern Kentucky University.
Dr. Joan Maupin, assistant
professor in the department of
home economics, is one of 15
members appointed by At·
torney General David Armstrong , to Kentucky's first
Health Fraud Task Force.
Dr. Lanette Thurman, assistant to the president and direc·
tor of institutional plnnning,
was the Murray State delegate
to Marycrest College of Daven·
port, Iowa, for the inauguration
of her former classmate, Dr.
Wanda Durrett Bigham, as its
eighth president. Bigham is a
Murray State graduate.
Two Murray State faculty
members and two Rtudents
recently gave a panel presentation at the Southern Regional
Honors Council Conference in
Tallahassee, Fla.
Members of the panel were:
Dr. Anita Lawson, director of
the Honors Program; Dr. Mark
M alinauskas, professor of
speech communication and
theatre; Chris Gaddis,
Owensboro and Patty Jo
Clark. Paris, Tenn.
Dennis Johnson, director of
hands, was recently conductor
for a special band concert as
part of the observance of the
25th anniversary of the Interlochen (Mich .) Arts
Academy.
Dr. Bill Allbritten and Dr.
Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten
recently presented a paper at a

joint meeting of the American
Lynn Richard , director of
College Personnel Association cooperative education and
and the National Association of placement, and Dr . Farouk
Student Personnel Ad · Umar, professor of political
ministratora in Chicago.
science and legal studies,
Four representatives of the recently attended the Condepartment of home economics ference on Cooperative Educawere among home economists tion in the Federal Government
from throughout Kentucky in- in Washington, D.C.
volved in a Consumer Interest
Workshop in Louisville, April
Dr. Donald Bennett, chair1·2.
man of the department of
Those attending were: Dr. mathematics, has begun servVirginia Slimmer, chairman, ing a two-year term as chairDr. Alice Loeneeke, professor, man of the Kentucky section of
Dr. Mary Conover and Dr. the Mathematics Association of
Joan Maupin, assistant America.
professors.
Kay Bates, associate pr<>Joan Maupin, assistant pr<>fessor in the department of fessor, and John Schlabach,
instructor, have been chosen to
home economics, recently addressed the Kentucky Group of serve on the 13·member faculty
the Home Economists in for the 1987 Governor's School
for the Arts in Louisville, July
Business at the Kentucky
5·26.
Home Economics Association
annual meeting in Louisville.
Dr. Glen Hendren, associate
Jim Baurer, director of cam· professor in the department of
pus recreation, recently attend· educational leadership and
ed the national conference of counseling, has been selected by
the National Intramural the Creative Education FoundaRecreationaJ.Sports Association tion as a leader for the 33rd an·
held in New Orleans, La. At the nual Creative Problem Solving
conference, Baurer was elected Institute in Buffalo, N.Y., June
to the position of state director 21-26.
for the Kentucky chapter of the
Five representatives of MurNIRSA. Baurer was also
ray
State were involved in the
selected to serve as a member of
the innovative sports recent annual spring conference
of the National Council of
committee.
Teachers of English in
Ann Landini, adviser to The Louisville. Those attending
Murray State News, has been were, Dr. Fred Cornelius,
named executive secretary of associate professor, Dr.
the Kentucky Intercollegiate William B. Lalicker, assistant
Press Association for 1987-89.
professor, Doris Cella, instruc·
tor
in the Learning Center, Dr.
Five Murray State students
Reese Carleton, assistant prorecently won awards at the an- fessor,
and Robert Click,
nual Kentucky Intercollegiate graduate student.
Press Association meeting in
Louisville. Those receiving
Dr. Dianne O'Brien, assisawards wet·e Brad Gass, tant professor in the departBelleville, 111.; Steve ment of health, physical educa·
Lockridge, Todd Ross and tion and recreation, recently
Kyle Evans, Murray; and presented a research paper at
Mike Niblock, Kirksey. Lisa the annual national convention
Jackson, Paducah, was elected of the American Alliance of
second vice-president for the Health, Physical Education,
1987-88 school year and Usa Recreation and Dance in Las
Glass, Cadiz, was elected Vegas, Nev.
secretary.
Murray State had the high in·
Pianist Dr. Stephen Brown, dividual scorer and the runnerassociate professor of music, up in the senior division soils
recently returned from concert contest at the 1987 National
tours that. included perfor· Assoc:iation of Colleges and
mances at Carnegie Hall and Teachers of Agriculture InvitaLincoln Center in New York Ci- tional Judging Conference at El
ty. Brown also appeared on two Reno (Okla.) Junior College,
campuses in Massachusetts and April 24.
two campuses in Louisiana.
Jim Tolley, Burna, won top
Audra Pryor, sophomore honors in individual competi·
psychology major from Boon- tion. Members of the winning
ville, Ind., had a research paper team were Blaine Laliher,
accepted for presentation at the Hampton, Robert Poindexter,
Mid·America Undergraduate Guthrie, Ray Chumb ler,. BenPsychology Research Con- ton and Jeffrey Paschall,
ference in Evansville, Ind.
HazeL

Accreditation- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Continued from Page 1
port research, Thompson said.
The college started a phone-athon last year and has since
raised $27,000. Some of this
money will be used to acquire
computers, computer data tapes
and cover other research
expenses.
The college has been accredited by the ASCSB on the
undergraduate level since 1976
and on the graduate leYel since
1981 . This is the second reaccreditation process for the
college.

" Actually, we're in better of Tennessee and Memphis
shape in every respect than State UniYersity.
He said that, out of the more
when we were first accredited
years ago and also when we than 3000 business schools in
went through the first reac- the nation. only about 210 are
creditation process five years accredited.
ago," Thompson said. "It's just
"Even now, you don't see
that the ASCSB has rising many (business) schools as
standards."
llmall as MSU that are acThompson said.
credited,"
According to Thompson,
According to Thompson,
MSU's business college was the
fourth in the Kentucky- several other colleges in the naTennessee ar·ea to be accredited, tion are going through the same
preceeded only by the Universi· trial period situations as Murty of Kentucky, the University a·ay State's busine.ss college.
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IN WEST KY.
Dixieland Center
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Your./ILPINE car stereo specialist

Corn Dogs
3 for $1
12-pack Pepsi
$2.99
(& Pepsi products)
Hot Dogs
2 for $.89
Stewart Ham & Cheese .$.99
201o Gallon Milk
$1.89

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Public SafetY Veteran to retire

Final Exam Schedule

By GARY FIGGINS

Schedule for day classes

'When I started, there
were den mothers and
curfews'

Staff Writer

Lindo Riley, 20-year veteran
of public safety at Murray
State, will relinquish his duties
Oct. 31 to "catch up on
t'Pcreation."

A World War ll veteran, Riley
served 14 and one half years in
the Army and Army Reserve.
He retired with the rank of
maflter sergeant in 1962. He
also worked 17 <tnd one half
years as a National Life Insurance agent.
On July I, 1969, Riley began
his duties as a guard with
public safety. After working 18
years at the University, he was
able to "purchase" an additional two years. Riley liSid
World Wat· ll veterans could
pay for an additional two years
in order to attain the nE!(:essary
20 years for retirement.

-Riley
"I'm going to slow up on work
and catch up on recreation," ht>
said ...T love the Murray State
Racer football and basketball
teams and the Lady Racers, and
I plan on staying involved with
them."

LINDO RILEY
the old guards. "And then there
were none," he said.

"When I started, there were den
mothers and cw·fews. When someone was missing, there was
always somebody who knew
where he or she was.
Riley said after retiring he
plans on spending t.ime on his
farm as well as satisfying his
Riley said be was the last of desire to travel.

Riley has two sons, one a
sophomore at the University
and another who will attend in
the fall of 1988 after leaving his
Army post in <krmany. Riley
said he was proud to have his
family become a part of Murray
State.
''I'm glad of the last 20 years
~th these
young kids.'' Riley said. "I'm
glad I survived here that long."

that I have spent

Upfront
Contemporary
Christian
Rock Group
7:30 p.m. Tomorrow

Monday, May 4
8:00
10:30
1:30
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Baptist Student Union
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cAlphasearch
RESEARCH
AND TYPING

SERVICE

ALPHASEARCH
Will research anything
in print.
Computer
searches also available.
. CALL: 753-5630

Parker Brown

Classifieds
~lleglate Product Inc.
Program Management poslhon
person
needed to rent refrigerator for
the 87-88 academic year. If
Interested contact Dave Jones
collect: (216) 673·1202, Mon.-Fri.
7:30 a.m .-3:30 p.m.

Earn up to $750 next weekend.
Send $4. Young 8. Co.. PO Box
241090 , Memphis. TN
38124·1090
NANNY POSITIONS.

Stanley Kubrick's

LA PETITE MERE
Care for children in one of
several East or West coast
locations. Room, board,
$120-$200 per week. Attend
school evenings. One. year
commitment. Non-smokers
preferred. Call lor interview.
1-{800)-621·1985
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The Breathitt Veterinary
Center seeks the services of
a frequent traveler to Murray
to pick up and deliver cor·
respondence between
Breathitt Veterinary Center
and Murray State University.
A per trip fee will be paid.
For details call Breathitt
Veterinary Center business
manager, Mr. Schroeder, at
886-3959.
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Friday
Luncheon. Emeritus Club Lun·
cheon, Curris Center Ballroom,
11:30 a.m., $7 per person. For reser·
vations phone 762·6926.
Open House. ROTC Open House,
Roy Stewart Stadium, 6 p.m.
Football. Annual Blue-Gold Foot·
ball Game, Roy Stewart Stadium,
7:30 p.m. Admission: canned goods
or donation to Needline.
Concert. MSU Choir Concert,
Recital Hall Annex, 8 p.m.
Events. Special Olympics, Roy
Stewart Stadium, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Placement. Kentucky Department
of Personnel and Social Services
will be on campus. For an appoint·
ment phone 762·3735 or 762·3801.
Play. "Ma:~s Appeal," Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, 8 p.m.

Saturday
\

Golf. Racer Classic Golf Touma·
ment, Miller Memorial Golf Course,
9 a.m., $50 entry fee For more In·
formation phone 762-3000.
Festival. Jackson Purchase Arts
and Crafts Festival, West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center, 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. Admission: $1 adults,
$.50 children.
Open House. ROTC Open House
continues, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Banquet. Annual Alumni Ban·
quet, Curris Center Ballroom, 7
p.m. Seniors will be admitted free,
$8 for others. For reservations
phone 762·3737.
Base b a ll . Breds at Middle
Tennessee.
Conference. Early Childhood C<ln·
ference, Apple Tree School, 9 a.m. to
1 p.m Admission: $1 for students
and members, $2.
Events. Jumor Jam Day, Racer
Arena, 9 a.m.
Play. " Mass Appeal," Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, 8 p.m.

Sunday
Festival. Jackson Purchase Arts
and Crafts Fe~;tivnl continues, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Concert. Chamber Orchestra Con·
cert, Recital Hall Annex, 3:30 p.m.
Baseball. Breds at Middle
Tennessee.
Recital. Brenda Roof senior piano
recital, Farrell Recital Hall, 2 p.m.
Picnic. Alpha Lambda Delta, In·
tramural field across from Housing
Office, 2 p.m.

AROUND
CAMPUS
Veterinary Center, 7 a.m. to 4
p.m.

OMICRON
DELTA KAPPA

SPEECH TEAM

The Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa would like to announce
its new members. Those in·
itiated at the April 12 meeting
were Nancy Askins, Branden·
burg; Susan Becker, Radcliff;
Danny Butler, Benton; Lisa
Cabaniss, Vine Grove; Cheryl
Calhoun and Dirk Hobgood,
Madisonville; Melanie Dawson
and Mary Donnelly, Murray;
Melissa Harpole, Paducah;
Sheri Helms1 Belleville, Ill.;
David Lew1s, Owensboro;
Kathleen Martin. Mt. Vernon,
Ill.: Gayle Peterson, Crystal
Lake, Ill.; and Kathleen
Thomsen, San Antonio, Tex.
Those elected for office for the
1987-88 school year were Lisa
Chaney, Murray, president;
Dawn Griffin, Louiaville, vicepresident and Hobgood
secretary/treasurer. Dr. Buddy
Krizan will remain the facuJty
secretary for the organization.

COMPUTER
CONTEST
The seventh international
computer problem·solving con·
test will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Business Building North,
April 25. Programming will be
at 9 a.m., judging at noon and
the awards ceremony at 2 p.m.
Students from western Ken·
tucky in grades four through 12
will compete in three divisions.
The divisions are Elemen·
tary-grades four through six;
Middle School-grades seven
through nine and High
School-grades 10 through 12.
For more information phone Dr.
Bill Lyle at 762-6217.

The Staff Congress will be
holding elections April 24.
Voting _places and times are:
Curris Center, 2nd floor, 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m.; Sparks Hall, 2nd
floor, 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Fast
Tracks, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Physical Plant loading dock, 7
a.m. to 10:30 a .m. and Breathitt

Thursday

Weekly Special:
Convenient Drive-Thru
Window

This week MSU
students will spend
$121,000 on entertainment. Get your
share of those dollars.
.. ADVER11SE!
·n )(f) ~l!JU!I!W $1bltt·:s
:t'l sw~

only $2.19
753-0045

WKMS 91.3 FM

Arts. Candice Polsgrove B.F.A. ex·
h.ibit of paintinga, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, through May 7.
Movie. Stand By Me, Curris Center
ThE'atre1 3:30 p.m. $1 , 7 p.m. and
9:30pm. $1.25 wtth student l.D., $2
others.
Symposium. "Managing Issues of
Substance Abuse: Practice and
Policy," Exeeutive Inn Paducah,
Session 1: 8:15 a.m. to 1 p.m. Scs!.!ion
II: 11 :45 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Re!,oistra·
tion fee. $20.

P lacemen t. Bell South Advance
Systems will be on campus. For ap·
pointment phone 762·3735 or
762·3801.

T.J.'s Bar-Jl-Q

good April 27· March 1

WKMS is interested in
students from all academic
areas who would like to gain ex·
perience in all phases of radio
production and broadcasting.
OP,en interviews and auditions
w1ll be held April 30 on the
sixth floor of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Students must be
available for evening and
weekend work. For more information phone 762-4743 or
7624899.

Wednesday

Film. Citi:w.n Kane, Faculty Hall
Room 208. 6 p.m.
BasebalL Br&ds vs. Southern IJ.
linois University lhome).

Large Bar-B-Q
Medium Drink

WKMS

Breakfast. 49th Annual Facul·
ty/Staff Senior BrenkfaHt, CUI-ria
Center Ballroom, 8 a.m. to 9:30a.m.
P lace ment. Union Underwear
Company, Inc. and Farm Bureuu In·
surance will be on campus. For ap·
pointment phone 762·3735 or
762·3801.
Lectu re. HarT)" Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture, Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, 7:30p.m.

Monday

Tuesday

Pat Jackson Zoeller, director
of a Shakespearean Readers
Theatre, has announced the
cast list for the April 28 produc·
tion. The production, wh1ch will
11icus on Shakespeare's
heroines, is entitled "Their In·
finite Variety." The .R eader's
Theatre will be held in Wilson
Hall Room 310 Bat 7 p.IIL Ad·
mission is free.
Those reading parts will be
Karin Cordle, Hopkinsville;
Mary Weinert, Louisville; Carrie Pascall, Murray; Reid
Draper, Frankfort; John Hall,
Chicago, Ill.; Andy Hillman,
Paducah; Mark Lamb, Sturgis;
and Jan Caldwell, facu lty
member in the speech and
theatre department.

The Murray State speech
team took sixth place in team
sweepstakes at the American
Forensics Association National
Individual Events Tournament
al San Diego State University,
April 10-13.
Individuals competing at the
tournament were Robert
Henry, Paris, Tenn.; Sberri
Skelton, Scott City, Mo.; Mona
Batchelor, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Carrie Pascali and Ken Futrell,
Murray; Chris Wells, Kansas
City, Mo.; and Lynn Paulk,
West Frankfort, Ill.

STAFF CONGRESS

Meeting. Publicity Committee
Meeting, Student Activities Office,
3:30p.m.
Meeting . Young Democrats,
Business Building Room 307,4 p.m.
Placement. City of Madi110nville
will be on campus. For appomtment
phone 762-3735 or 762·3801.
Speaker. Steve Badanes, Curris
Center Barkley Room, 7 p.m.

SHAKESPEAREAN
READERS THEATRE

Advertising

Recital. James Weil, violin and
Robert DeSimone, viola ~nior
recital, Farrell Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Upfront
Contemporary
Christian
Rock Group
7:30 p.m. Tomorrow
at the
Baptist Student Union
~Beh ind Elizabeth Hall)

~~1DJ!;~J?J:----------------------------Ap-ri~l2-4~, ~~-~~

Custodian holds two degrees, seeks doctorate
By GEORGANN STAFFORD
Staff Writer

A 41-year-old janitor at Murray State has earned two col·
lege degrees, but said he has yet
to finish his education.
Leo Douglass holds a
bachelor's degree in business
administration from Bellarmine College in Louisville and
a master's degree from the Lexington Theological Seminary in
Lexington.
Douglass has plans to enter
MSU in the fall as a graduate
student in the history department. After completing the
master's program here, he
hopes to go on to Vanderbilt
University and work toward a
doctorate degree.
In the meantime, Douglass
mops and dusts in Faculty Hall
each afternoon and ministers to
his congregation at Barr's
Chapel Christian Methodist
Episcopal . Church in Como,
Tenn.
Douglass said he is not
ashamed to be a janitor.
"There's nothing wrong with
honest work. I've been doing
this so long it's routine. It
leaves my mind free to think
about the things I'm reading
and learning," he said.
Douglass will have to leave
his job as janitor soon because
he has been hired as a graduate
assistant in the history department. (University policy does
not allow an employee to hold
two jobs.)
Dr·. Kenneth Hanell, dean of
the college of humanistic
studies, said he thinks Doug lasH
will be a good addition to the
department. "We're glad to
have him around," he said.
Douglass believes continual
learning is essential for
everyone. ''When you quit learning, you die. We don't realize

the importance of education in
our society. People aren't willing to make the sacrifices
necessary to get an education,"
he said.
Douglass understands those
lclacrifices. He had to delay college until he could get a job and
pay his own way. In 1967, after
one and one-half years at
Tuskegee Institute, he left college to join the Army. College
plans were then shelved until
1972 when he decided take
classes at Jefferson Community
College in Louisville . "I
discovered at the age of 35 the
importance of school," Douglass
said.
Douglass said he went back to
college because he had been
called to preach. He became an
ordained minister in 1976.
As a minister and here at the
University, Douglass has the
opportunity to interact with
many young people, and he has
definite ideas about their
problems.
"Apathy is rampant in every
segment of society today," he
said, "We all live in our own little worlds.
"We need to go back to the
basic premise of teaching
morals as well as education."
The segregated black schools he
attended as a child taught the
philosophy of life as well as the
educational basics, he said, and
he worries that his sons may be
missing that element of their
education.
Douglass wants his three sons
to be·well-educated. "1 insist on
their doing the kind of work
that will allow them to go on to
school. They can choose what
they want to do, but. they have
no choice about going on to
school." he said.

CUSTODIAN LEO DOUGLASS mops
the fifth floor of Faculty Hall. Douglass
has two college degrees and plana to
seek his doctorate thla fall.

See Douglass
Page 12

Pagliai's spaghetti night tradition for students
By RICHARD TODD

'Of those 1, 000, about
For almost 13 years. people 50 percent are MSU
have crowded into a restaurant students'
in downtown Murray on

Reporter

Wednesday nights to take part
in an MSU tradition.

-Wynn

for a Wednesday night, they
On Wednesday nights, ap- must start preparing the sauce
proximately 10 five-gallon con- on the previous Thursday,
tainers of spaghetti noodles, almost a week ahead of time.
eight to 10 five-gallon con- The employees begin making
tainers of salad and an uncoun- the spaghetti noodles on
table number of soft drinks are Monday.
served at Pagliai's, home of
"We have to start that early
Spaghetti Night.
to get everything cooked,''
"It's not unusual to go Wynn said, "and besides, the
through 50 gallons of spaghetti sauce is better if it's made a few
sauce in one night," Bob Wynn, days in advance."
manager, said.
'It becomes quite a
Although those numbers may social night for the
seem astounding, on an average
Wednesday night, 1,000 people students'
will go through the doors of the
-Wynn
restaurant and 700 of them will
Arthough the number of
eat spaghetti.
customers going to Spaghetti
"Of those 1,000, about 50 perNight is very high, the reasons
Photo by TIM NOLCOX
cent are MSU students," Wynn
for going vary.
said.
Perry Collins, a business
EATING AT PAGLIAI'S on Wednesday night has become a tradl·
education major from Bardwell,
With so much spaghetti and
tlon for many MSU students. Paglia's serves an average of 1,000
people on Wednesday nights.
sauce t o cook, Wynn said that. said "It has a reasonable price,

quick service, and it's a good
place to eat.''
Jeannie Brandstetter, a journalism major from Salem, said
"It's a good place to go to get
away from the University food
every once in a while, plus it
has good prices."
"It's become quite a social
night for the students.'' Wynn
said, "and the food, the price,
and the atmosphere give the
students a good place to meet
friends."
"Also, the students don't feel
out of place here," Wynn said.
Of Pagliai's 50 employees,
Wynn estimates that 60 to 65
percent are students.
And of those 50 employees, 32
of them usually work on
Wednesday. That is compared
to 19 on a typical weekend
night.
Wynn , the manager at
Pagliai's for 14 years, said he
has worked "about 95 percent"
of the Spaghetti Nights.
Judging from the turnout
every Wednesday night, he will
have many more to work.

.
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Home, school create
dual roles for mothers
By JILL LEWIS PEAL
Reporter

Dog day
CHERYL VICE, Pekin, Ill., samples a hot dog Monday during the
NETO (Never Ever Too Old) club hot dog give away. NETO giiVe
away 500 hot dogs to publicly acknowledge student, faculty and
staff support of non-traditional students.

Taking a full load of classes is
a challenge for most students.
but for those who are also
mothers, going to school is just
the beginning of their workday.
The dual role of student and
mother can sometimes cause
problems, Patricia Reeves, a
sophomore from Mayfield, said.
'\The hardest pari is leaving
the kids when they're sick,"
Reeves said. "My classes go on
whether the kids are sick or not,
and it's hard for t hem to understand that Mom can't stay home
with them.
"Another big problem is keeping the m invo l ve d in
everything t hey want to do.
There are dance classes, softball. school parties and other
things that ma ke it really difficult," she said.
"Also, they need help with
their homework when I am trying to study. So, I spend more
time doing their's than mine,"
Reeves said.
Jannene Travis, a senior from
Murray, said she has an
especially hard time being a
mother and a student. "It's very
diflicult when you have a handicapped child," Travis said. "I
couldn't do it without some extra help.
"Besides the regular things
like laundry and housework, I
have to take into account the
time it takes to feed, diaper,
dress and load and unload my
6-year.old son,'' Travis said.

Douglasss_,.~---•

Continued from Page 11
Douglass seems to have
come from a success-oriented
family. Eleven of his 14
1
brothers and sisters have ut/t keeps me out of a
tended college, and two have
rubber room'
doctorate degrees. However,
- Travis he said his pat·ents, who
worked as shat·ecroppers in
"lt's also very difficult to get a Alabama, could not afford to
babysitter for a handicapped pay for their children's
child. There have even been education. He explained that
those times that I've taken him as each of the o1der children
to classes with me," Travis said. got out of school and went to
"I could never have made it work, they would help their
without the help of good younger brothers and sisters
teachers. They have all been pay for col1ege.
great about helping me out I# Th
ere .ts noth'mg wrong
whenever they could," she said.
with
asking others for help,
"As difficult as it is, I
Douglass
said. "I'm not too
wouldn't take anything for goproud to ask for help. That's a
ing back to school," Travis said.
"It keeps me out of a rubber problem with young people
today. We're taught to be
room."
self-sufficient
to the point
Vicki Lamb, a junior from
Mayfield, had a different view we're unable to ask for the
help we nee<!.•
of the problems of school and a
He said the philosophy of
family.
"The problem of being a stu- his life is to ''do all that I can,
dent and a mother isn't so bad- while 1 can, 'cause I'm gonna
it's the dual role of student and die. We don't face that fact
wife that gets me," Lamb said. often enough.''
"I was a housewife for 16 years,
and I could participate with my
husband in everything that he
did. Now I can't, and it's hard
for him.
"Another major difficulty is
kt.-eping the kids involved.
There's a lot ofrunn"ing, and it's
Contemporary
hard to find the time for it all.''
Christian
Lamb said,
Rock
Group
"Also, I do all the house work,
yard work, etc," Lamb said.
7:30 p.m. Tomorrow
"and I don't get any help with
at the
that."
Baptist
Student
Union
She said she will not take
(Behind Elizabeth Hall)
summer classes so she will have
some time with her family.

Upfront

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
SENATE CHAIR POSITIONS

1) Directory Chairman
2) Election, ways, aid Means
Chairman .
3) University Affairs Chairman
Gene Hackm&n
Barbara Hershey

Dennis Hopper

m

1:30,3:40.7:05,9:15

Pick up applications in the SGA office
Due by-noon Wednesday, April 29
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS!

·~

OVER 2000 VHS MOVIES
NEW ARRIVALS DAILY
$2 RE!ffAL TO MEMBERS
MEMBERSHIP $6 A YEAR
MON · SAT 11 a.m. · 10 p.m.
SUN HOL 1
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Wahl combines humor, .honesty in teaching
By ANGIE WATSON
Assistant

Campus Life Editor

"I've heard someone say my
class was like a combination of
Joan of Ark and Joan Rivers,"
Nancy Wah l, an . adju nct
psychology professor, said.
Wahl said she often uses
mistakes from her own life as
examples in her psychology 180
class. Combine this with her
seasonal Easter bunny outfit,
her witch costume and several
Indian outfits she wears for the
cla!IS and you have the Wahl ap·
proach to psychology.
' 'It's part of me saying to
students that education is an
enjoyable beautiful gift," she
said. "It's not some chore that
you have to do. You can laugh,
you can get excited and you
don't hav-o to dread the
clasllroom."
The ·lS·year-old said she
knows she does not fit the
s tereotype of the typical
psychology professor that many
students expect.
" I'm not usually what they
expect," Wahl said. " I think
they l ' Orne in expecting someone
who looks like (Sigmund)
fo'reu.J . They're first shocked by
the fact that I'm a WC'man
beca.Uf;e, although things have
changed, when you say
psychologist you think man.
"I don ' t look like a
p.3y\!hologist," Wahl said. " I
ha ve a more carefree look than
you \\:ould expect in a professor.
" I'm saying that you can be
who you want," Wahl said,
" that there are no stereotypes
and that you can do any job better if you do it as who you are
t·atl-ter than trying to fit into
some typical mold."
Some might even suggest that
Wahl's life would provide ample
material for a network mini·

series. Wahl even plans to write
a novel about her life, she said.
When Wahl first came to Murray State as a freshman, she
was a recent divorcee, had four
children, no form of transporta·
tion and had only the single
hope that she would get a college education.
Wahl sits in her office with
her feet propped on a chair as
she talks about the beginning of
her career in psychology.
"Some days I knew I had
enough money to last two
weeks,'' she said. ''Some days I
wasn't sure that I had enough
.noney that I could come back
•;he next .day."
With persistence and help
from professors and friends,
W!ihl, a high school dropout, at·
tended Murray State long
enough to obtain a bachelor of
science in psychology and later
received a master of science.
"I can remember the day I
graduated," Wahl said. " All of
my children were here and all of
my sisters and my mother was
here. When I walked across the
stage, people stood up and ap·
plauded and there were only
three of us that people
applauded.
"l remember my children and
my mother being so proud," she
said. "When something like
that happens to you, if you're
not grateful enough to repay it,
then I think you lose a lot."
Wahl said she felt her
teaching was her way of repay·
ing the University.
" My cause is my teaching,"
she said. "My cause is to be the
best that I can be and to hope to
help someone else find his
way."
The ability to reach a large
number of students at one time
greatly influenced Wahl's deci·

sion to become a psychology
teacher.
1
'1 went to school to become a
clinical psychologist and I did
my internship a nd therapy,"
Wahl said. "But when I got out,
I decided that what I liked was
the idea of preventative
medicine. I like the idea that in
a classroom I can reach 65
students.
"If I can teach them
something that will prevent
what most therapists have to
deal with, then I consider that
to have been a greater ac·
complishment," she said. "I
believe a lot of psychological
disorders have a lot to do with
misperception of behavior.
That's why I prefer teaching in·
stead of doing therapy."
Psychology 180 ofl.en deals
with subjects like rape, sexuality and incest, subjects that
sometimes make students feel
uncomfortable. Wahl said she
uses humor and honesty to over·
come this.
"I think I break the ice on the
flrst day of class when I tell
them, 'These are things that
we're going to talk about and
some of them may upset you,"'
Wahl said, '"but we're going to
.talk about them anyway.'
"1 like to be honest in the
classroom,'' Wahl said. "I don't
like to beat around the bush
and think of what's the right
answer. I like to say the answer
I believe in and not the prescribed answer."
However, Wahl said honesty
does not always prepare
students for the initial shock of
some subject matters.
"A lot of times when I first
talk about sex, a lot of men drop

See WAHL
Page 14

F'holo by TIM NOLCOX

NANCY WAHL, en adJunct .-ychology lnatructor, playa Enter
Bunny aa a treat for her psychology atudenta. Wahl alao has a
wttch costume ahe weare at Halloween.

Curris Center Theater
Wed., April 29

'~SOLUTELY

WONDEB.BlL
...AFllM I MAY NEVER FOOGEI

DIG II·!

- .Joflftr t,._ SNEAKPR£V1E'a!S, INDfl'£NDEM' NETWORKNEIIS
"A stunning swp ise-hilarious aad toucJ.iDg at che same
rime. Ifyou miss 'Staod By
you'll bt cbeatiag ~
ofooe of the most sarisfyiag neU.ap of the SUI1UDI!r:'

Me:

- Micba.ol Medwcl, SNF.AX PREVIEWS

"I loved it! ...makes you smile, ~ IDd cry. I'm urgiDg
you to 5ef lt.
-S..Gn.p, WMCA-RADIO

The Derby Classic Volleyball Tournament
Sponsored by Coca-Cola
Churchill Downs Infield
Derby Day, Saturday, May 2, 9am
Support your school team and see the Kentucky
Derby. Infield admission is $20 per person.
Students purchasing tickets in advance at
their schools are eligible to win two tickets to
anywhere in the Continental U.S. served by

Eastern Airlines.
Contact Jim Saurer at 762-6791 for further

information.

3:30p.m. All tickets $1
7 and 9:30 p.m. $1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU ID
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Students lose weight,
learn eating habits
By LISA GLASS
StaH Writer

The photographer who took
the group picture of the weight·
loss class in January will have
less to focus on when he retakes
the picture in May.
The class, which has 23 facul·
ty and students enrolled, has
lost a total of 143 pounds, according to Dianne O'Brien,
instructor.
This is the first semester the
class, which is an experimental
class, has been offered. It meets
on Mondays and VVednesdays
for one hour credit.
O'Brien said the class em·
phasizes the proper way to diet
and exercise. She distributed a
1,200-calorie-a-day diet to
students at the beginning of the
semester, and stresses that the
students keep a record of what
they eat.
Randall Cook, a senior from
Munay, has lost 21 pounds dur·
ing the 10 weeks the class has
been in session. He is a member
of ROTC, l';O he gets extra exer-

review

A- Super~or; B - Good; C- Fair;
0 - Mediocre: E- Poor

cise by running with the ROT(.'
group in the mornings.
Jean Jones, a graduate stu·
dent from Murray, has lost 18
pounds by following the diet
and by exercisi~g. "I'm ex·
Police Academy IV: Citizens
Sharon Stone. He and his pool, Bedula the voo-doo
cited," Jones said. "I had tried
on Patrol, is about the
fellow officers run into mor~.l~k .anq• a gun-toting
on my own and hadn't lost
misadventures of a bunch of
than enough obstacles, in· ~ ~ma a~ just a few of the
anything. This class is good
fun-loving policemen and
eluding a meddling Sgt. Har- odd expe-tjinces and people
women who start a citizen's
ris, who is still trying to make Mahoney and his cohorts run
because it helps to be around
people supporting you."
' patrol group to lower the city's
Commandant Lassard (George into.
Teresa Statlons, a senior from
crime rate and improve com·
Gaynes), the scatter-brained
Guttenburg is as funny as
Cadiz, took the class because
munity relations.
chief officer of the police ever as Mahoney and Bob
she has always had trouble eonI The movie is a Paul Maslanacademy. look foolish .
Goldthwait is hilarious as Zed,
trolling her weight. "Last year
sky production and features
This f i l
' 8 masterpiece. the biker;turned-cop who has
was my first year here and 1
most of the characters from
One adva g is that even ~distinct diction problem. Zed
· ed we1g
· ht. 1 s t a rted gomg
·
though so
he jokes are seems to have a never-ending
gam
the
previous
films
including
·
b
·
·
1
d
recycled
f
e
first three string of difficulties, whether
M a h o n e y , H i g h tow e r ,
to N ut n-system ut 1t mvo ve
movies, moviegoers who like it be with women, escaped
too much money, so I t oo k the
Tackleberry, Sweetchuck,
zed, Sgt. Harr1s. and Comman· to laugh might e"'oy
prisoners or Sgt. Harris. His
Class•" she sat'd ·
....., it.
Stallons has not lost pounds
dant Lassard.
The problems of the citizens presence practically makes
but has lost inches. She works
on patrol and Mahoney's hi· the film worth watching.
at a restaraunt and finds it dif·
Steve Guttenburg returns as jinks combine to make for
This movie is definitely not
Sgt. Mahoney, all-around good some interesting situations. A a film to see if one is seeking
ficult to diet at work.
"One of the rlrst things we
guy and champion of the peo- skirmis h with a group of enlightenment. However, if it
learned in class is that you have
pie. In the process of trying to escaped ninjas, a hot- air is laughs that are sought and
to be ready to lose weight, and
trnin civilian patrolmen for balloon and bi-plane chase, a no deeply philosophical plot,
that weight loss is o. matter of
the C.O.P. program, Mahoney
misplaced portable toilet, an this is exactly the movie to
learning the correct way to lose.
pursues female reporter episode in the Blue Oyster gay see.
bar, n bJ·cycle ,·n a sw1' mm1·ng
-.Jecm~til! Brandstetter
C)al. re Matson played by
Now I Stallons
can apply
future,''
said.it in the '--------..:........;._ _..:;__ _ _ _...:__ _ __ _ _...;;..._ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _---J

Sequel receives laughs for old antics

Wahl ------------------------------------------------------~---------"Sometimes I'll get a letter or
contlnued from Page 13
they're living in a real world "They carry that guilt around by a family member or someone
at
the end of class I'll get
their pencils," Wahl said, "and where people are in real pain," and as long as they keep it in- else.
you'll hear clicks and you'll see Wahl said. "and 1they isolate side of th•!m then it just festers.
"Every time I talk about in- something that'll say thank you
those pencils and they won't themselves from other people So they can come into class, cest, after class a student will because of something you said,''
pick them up until the class is by denying the fact that people learn things about some of the come up and say, 'I feel so much Wahl said. "Where can you get
half-way through."
have problems."
things they're holding in and better now. I didn't know that kind of gift?
Shocking students, though, is
Wahl said it was not unusual that is different from what that...,"' Wahl said. "So I know
"I'd like to teach all of my
that real people benefited in the life,'' Wahl said. "I'm sure that
one way Wahl uses to prove her for students, who havt> been sex- they're used to.
point, she said.
ually abused, to talk to her
" There are probably in a class past. That's not unusual at all." if I don't teach in a university,
" I shock them sometimes about it after class.
of 63, three or four women and
d
I'll be doing it through book
Wahl saimakes
the response
because I thJ' nk that some of
" They th'm k th a t th ey are one man who have been sexual· students
teaching from
wor- writing. That's a form of '
them are juRt not aware that completely unique," Wahl said. l_y abused," Wahl said, "either thwhile to her.
teaching."

COLLEGE GRADS
General Motors will assure you if you have a job
or a bona fide offer of employment upon graduation
and you have no credit.
- Up to 90 days before first payment or a $400.00
rebate to be applied to down payment whichever you
prefer.
For more informl[ltion call Sheila at (502)753·2617,
Today.

Sign Up

at

for fall form al rush

in the
Curris Center

ti

A<P

by the
rocking
chairs

AOTI
April27 & 28
9:30 a .m.- 3 p.m.

Dine in, Pick up or Delivery
753-6656

.
Don't Forget!

,
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Grades cause no problems
for six Lady Spiker recruits
By KEVIN PATTON

Editor
The Lady Racer volleyball
team has signed three more
recruits, and expectations are
for them to excel ofT the court,
as well as on.
The classroom expectations
are high because of the group's
outstanding high school grade
point. averages.
The latest signees are Connie
Ballard, a 5-foot 7-inch outside
hitter from Belleville, TIL, Lea
Ann Allen, a 6-foot middle hitter. and Jill McCoy, a 5-foot
11-mch sette~. Allen and McCoy
are from Qumcy, IlL
Allen is ranked fourth in her
class of 529 and carries a 4.23
GPA on a 4.0 scale because of
accelerated classes. McCoy is
ranked in the top fifth of her
class, as is Ballard. Ballard
sports a 3.88 GPA.
Bob Ferguson, Lady Racers'
head coach, said the academic
achievements of volleyball
Assistant Sports

L~dy

players are not unusual, mostly of the year honors as a junior
of the sport's setting.
and defensive player of the year
"Volleyball is primarily a honors as a senior.
suburban sport," Ferguson
A defensive player of the year
said. "It is played at upper- who had a .996 percent success
middle class schools."
rate in serving, McCoy earned
In Dlinois, where all of the All-Western Big Six honors.
Spikers' recruits are from, high
The recent recruits join Kim
school athletes are allowed to Koehler, a S.foot 6-incb outside
participate in club sports.
hitter from Marion, Ill., JanFerguson said in order to play nifet· Pendleton, a 6-foot 3-inch
club sports, some athletes must middle hitter from Auburn, Til.,
pay up to $2,000 per season. and Amy Sayre, a 5-foot 11-inch
Club play improves their game, hitter from Virginia, Til.
he said.
Ferguson said the recruits
"They receive better coaching will have an immediate impact.
than at most top·20 Division I
''They are very strong players
teams," Ferguson said.
and have great height," he said.
Ballard earned first-team "I believe this is as strong a
Class AA all-area honors at freshmen class as an OVC team
Belleville West High School, has ever had.
which produced former Racer
Ferguson said he looks for the
football quarterback Kevin team to be conference conSisk. Ballard's volleyball tfam tenders in two or three years.
advanced to the Elite Eignt of
"With good recruiting in the
t h e c l a s 8 s t a t e A A future to back them up this will
championship.
be the nucleus of the t~am down
Allen earned offensive player the road,'' he said.
because

Tracksters finish strong

By ANGELA HAZEL
Sports Writer

Despite a lack of confidence,
the Murray State women's
track team had a strong showing at the University of Kentucky Relays in Lexington.
Margaret Simmons, bead
coach, said the team had good
performances, but they could do
even better if they were more
confident about themselves.
"The whole thing is that
we've got to believe in
ourselves," Simmons said.
Although the team competes
against some of the top schools
in the nation, Simmons said
they shouldn't feel intimidated.•
"They can run with those kids,"

wasn't too bad," she said.
The team had eight runners
that competed in the
3,000-meter run, and Simmons
said they all had the best performances of their careers in the
event.
Because of an error during the
5,000-met~r run, some of the
Anne Hinds placed ninth in runners had to stop and restart
the javelin competition with a the race. Simmons said if the
lap counters hadn't become con·
throw of 126-9.
fused,
the team would have had
Iri the 400-meter run, Nina
Funderburk placed eighth with some good times in the event.
The women will compete in
a time of 57.59. Simmons said if
·Funderburk had been in a the Twilight Meet Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium. Field
faster beat, her time might events start at 3:30 p.m. followhave been better. "She (Nina) ed by the running events at 4:30
was in a slow heat so her time p.m.
she said.
The UK Relays was a big
meet for the team and Simmons
said they had an all-around
good meet. "We held our own in
almost every event," she said.
Amy Anderson, Belvidere,
Ill., won fifth place in the high
jump at 5·5.

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

' BREDS INFIELDER Dan McNamara cranks out a home run In
the team's victory over Tennessee Tech. McNamara's homer
put the ' Breda In the lead 3-2.

Racers sign Brooks
after JUCO career
Terrence Brooks, a 6-foot
3-inch wingman from Lees
Junior College in Jackson, has
signed a letter of intent to play
basketball at Murray State
next season.
A native of Paris, Brooks led
Lees to a 41-15 record during
his two-year care~r. including a
22-7 mark as a freshman.
He scored a career high of 44
points against John C. Calhoun
Junior College in the first
round of the Jack Daniels Tour·
nament. He then scored 33
points against Motlow State to
establish the tournament scor·
ing record and win Most
Valuable Player honors.
Averaging 25 points per
game, Brooks was ranked
among the top ten scorers in the
nation at the junior college

The MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
PROGRAM
wants to help you with you r
important decisions.
Consider attending Graduate
School.
Contact:
Dr. William Payne
Coordinator Graduate Studies
324 Wells Hall
762-37!12

Brooks was named to the AllKentucky Junior College
Athletic Conference twice and
was All-Region Vll this season.
"Terrence is a gifted Kentucky high school product who
brings experience and outstanding statistics from his junior
college play," Steve Newton,
Racer head coach, said. "At 6-3
and 190 pounds, he has excellent physical tools to go with
his tremendous basketball
abilities."

••••••••••••••••••••e

e
e
e

l ·t 's Time To Start
Thinking About
Your Future!

level. He also averaged six re·
bounds and nearly three assists
per game.
Brook.c; hit 45 percent from
three-point range, while hitting
50 percent of his two-point
shots. He also sank 82 percent
of his free-throw attempts last
season.

•
•
•

•
•
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14K Gold Add-A-Beads

3mm
4mm
Smm
6mm
7mm

.18
8mm
.39
9mm
.79
10mm
1.39 r'\ ~· r f
11rnm
1.74 Nll(/1(/SL'II- 12mm
-· ~o

2.99
3.69
4.99
5.99
6.99
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Plaza Murray

e
e
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753-7695

e
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EXPERIENCE,
RESPONSIBILill
PRESTIGE,
AIR FORCE NURSING.
Check the Air Force.
If you're looking for a
career in nursing that
offers opportunity,
responsibility and
advantagesAir Force Nursing
is for you. If you have a
BSN, call
SSgt Cynthia Ella
(50 1 )985 - 2225 Collect
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Boggess fights back from motorcycle injury
Mark Boggess is enjoying a
promising career as an outfielder for the Murray State
Thoroughbreds, but about two
years ago, that career was
almost taken away from him.
A native of Murray, Boggess
joined coach Johnny Reagan's
team as a walk-on after an
outstanding career at Murray
High School, where he earned
six varsity letters in baseball,
track, football and basketball.
However, his first year at Murray State was spent as a
redshirt.
"I saw all the talent on the

field and didn't know if I was
ever going to get a chance to
play," Boggess said.
The 'Breda finished second in
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament that season. Boggess decided to bide his time,
work hard and wait for a chance
to contribute.
After a summer of hard work
in the weight room and on the
field , Boggess came back for his
first season of eligibility, hop·
ing to create a chance for
himself. September 14, 1985, it
appeared that chance had been
taken away forever.

While riding his motorcycle
home, a car pulled out in front
of him and forced him to "lay
out" his cycle, a maneuever
which prevented his slamming
headfirst into the car. Instead,
he slid along the pavement and
underneath the auto, smashing
his left arm against the car's
underbody.
"My elbow was literally
crushed to pieces," he said. "It
took a metal plate and 12
screws to put it back together. I
didn't know what to think. The
doctor wouldn't tell me if I

Tracksters show improvement
By ANGELA HAZEL
Sports Writer
The Murray State men's track
team continued to improve per·
sonal times at the sixth annual
University of Kentucky Relays.
The team competed in Lexington Friday and Saturday
against 49 .schools and clubs.
Jay Flanagan, head coach,
said be is very pleased with the
progress the squad is making.
"We are continually achieving
personal bests which indicates
their work and dedication,"
Flanagan said.
Patterson Johnson, Nassau,
Bahama!!, continued to move up
in the triple jump by breaking
his own record which he set last

year. Johnson jumped 52-4 1/2,
dElspite an injured ankle he suf.
fered on his third jump.
Flanagan said the ankle injury doesn't seem to be serious
and Johnson should compete in
two weeks.
Freshman Leigh Golden ran
his best performance of the
season and finished second in
the 110-meter high hurdles.
Golden. Eatontown, N.J., ran
14.68 into a head wind.
Lance Winders, Mansfield,
Tenn., improved his best time
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase
by finishing fifth with a time of
9:33.61. The senior's new time
became the fifth fastest time in
Murray State history.

Trent Lovett, Benton. finished third in his heat of the
800-meter run in a time of
1:56.95. This was Lovett's
fastest time of the year.
The 800-meter relay team of
Winders, Lovett , Mike
Leveronne and Keith Abell had
its seasonal best by finishing
sixth with a time of 7:56.5.
Saturday the men host the
ninth annual Twilight Meet at
Roy Stewart Stadium. Field
events begin at 4:30 p.m. and
running events will continue
untillO p.m.
"Being able to perform at
home and at night should bring
out their best," Flanagan said.

would be able to play again, but
I knew it was serious."
" I thought his career was
over," Tom Gargiulo, former
'Breds shortstop, said. "I didn't
think anyone could come back
from an injury like that."
Boggess faced a difficult decision, tackle a grueling, painful
rehabilitation process or surrender the dream of playing college baseball. Demonstrating
the perseverance that would
serve him well throughout his
comeback, he decided to keep
the dream alive.
"The major handicap I had to
overcome has learning to hit
without the flexibility I had lost
in my left arm," Boggess said.
"I spent a lot of time in the
weight room and hitting off a
batting tee, but it was worth
it."
Boggess set a personal corn·
eback goal for the ran season of
1986, but his dedication and
determination brought results
quicker than he had hoped.
Seven months and two days
after his accident, Boggess step·
ped into the batter's box.
During his first time at bat,
Boggess bit an RBI double off

the left-centerfield fence. Then
in the seventh inning, he singled and scored the tying run as
the 'Breda came back for a 6-5
win over Eastern Illinois
University. Boggess was two for
three with an RBI and a run
scored.
"Going two for three in my
first game really surprised me,"
he said. "I didn't think I would
be able to play an year. 'That
game really helped my
confidence."
' Six days later, he drew a walk
as a pinch-hitter which forced
across the tying run in the
team's come-from ·behind 9-7
win over the University of
Miesouri. He went on to play in
eleven games, banging out five
bits in 15 at-batli for a .333
average.
"I couldn't believe the way he
came back," Gargiulo said.
"Here he was, coming back
from an injury, unproven and
inexperienced, and he was getting big hits when we needed
them."
"Mark's comeback showed a
great deal of desire, determina·
tion and intestinal fortitude,"
Reagan said.

Cleaners
..,...,...'"'""_ Bel-Air
Suits, Coats, Dresses
$2 each

5 Shirts $2.99
Free summer storage
Bel Air Center
753-5242

WANTED
Mechanic On Duty

Tune-Ups
Brake Repair
Muffler Work

8:30 a.m.-5 p .m .

Oil Changes

Monday-Friday

Free Car Wash With Fill-Up.
South 12th Street

ATTENTION MSU DORM RESIDENTS

$15

REWARD

In order to get your cablevision
deposit we need your equipment.
Just turn in the equipment you received
- at the first of the semester and we'll
give you a check for your deposit.
WHERE: Hart Hall Coffee House
WHEN: May 5' 6• 7• 8
TIME:
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

,.------NOTICE--____,
Off campus residents must turn their
equipment in at our office
at the Bel Air Shopping Center.

753-9164

Attention Faculty and Students
Anderson' s Electronics your Radio Shack dealer in
Benton, Kentucky is now offering Tandy authorized
discounts on computer hardware and software to the
students and faculty at Murray State University. To
qualify you have to be either a registered student
or be on the faculty at MSU. For more information
concerning the Tandy authorized discounts call or
stop by our store.

,
Anderson's. Electronics
1202 South Main St.
Benton, KY

502-527-1926

~
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Wolff Tanning Beds

5 visits for $17
1 0 visits for $23
with coupon
Offer ·e xpires May 15

I

753-4070

603

s. 4th

·- -.. -----------

~-----

----- -·

NEED A PAPER
TYPED?
CALL

OFFICE!MW, INC.
24 hour service in most
cases.

Gunning for

753-5650

eight straight

Work One Weekend
A Month And Eam
818,000 For CoUege.

TONY WRETLUND (abpve)
returns a volley at the net In
the Netter's match with Tennessee Tech. Also against
Tech, Jens Bergrahm eyes his
opponent's shot. The team
won the match to continue
their winning streak. They
have now won 51 straight conference matches.

Wltlllbe . .II BID andlhe Army Jlau.al Guard.
If you have t~ mmd for coll~e. but f1(1( the
morl(y, the Army National Gu:ud has a golden oppnr·
tunitr fQf you.
~nd us your brainpuw~ one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. and well give yuu $18.000 ur
roore for college.
Under the New Gl Bill you11 qualtfy for up ICI
SS.OOO for twtion and books. T~n. you,l get anocher
Slt.OOO-or~-inmonth1y ArmrGuardpay.
checks. Plus. a cash bm\15 ol up to $2.000 as soon as
you finish Advanol!<llndividual Tmnmg.
And if you have roll~ loans. the Guard \\111 help yno pay 1~ off. tm.
with up to Sl.SOO extra ptr year.
No other service offers you sci many fducat~elflal bentfits. and asks su ht1le

Photos by ROBIN CONOVER

ufyourun~.

Sn, il yott can span~ one wl'tkcnd a mnnth for your cnun·
try, ..UI yuur kcal reo'\later.
CA'n:K THE
And help v~Jf to a htghtr fd001tion .

Three ex-'Breds fulfill dream
of big league baseball career
By DAN LOUDY
Sports Writer
Many players have worn the
uniform of the Murray State
Thoroughbreds over the years.
More than a few of these dream·
ed of one day playing m{\jor
league baseball.

Perconte broke into the rna·
jors with the Dodgers in 1980.
He was traded to the Cleveland
Indians in 1982. Two years
later he was traded to the Seattle Mariners, where he posted
his best marks in the big
leagues. His best year was in
1985, when he played in 155
Three of these former 'Breds games, hit .294 and stole 29
actually realized their dream bases. Seattle traded him to the
and played in the majors. They Chicago White Sox in 1986.
are Jack Perconte,' Pat Jarvis
and Carl Powis. The best known
Jarvis played for Murray in
of the three is second baseman 1959 and 1960, helping pitch
Perconte, who is currently in the 'Breds to an OVC Cham·
the Los Angeles Dodgers pionship in 1959. He began his I
organization.
Perconte played for the 'Breds
from 1973 through 1976, earning Ali-OVC honors in 1975 and
1976. In 1975, Perconte and
'Breds present assistant coach
Leon Wurth helped lead Murray to season-record 40-9
season, good enough for the
OVC Championship and a trip
to the NCAA playoffs.

Austin Peay has made
available to the NCAA, the
Tennessee State Board of
Regents and the OVC all of the
information it uncovered in an
Perconte and Wurth shared attempt to place responsibility
the team' batting title with a for the records altering. In addition, the univeraity has agreed
404 average.

753-8210 or 800-372-7601

Anything
and Everything
Your Car Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powis played for the 'Breds in
1947 and 1948. He played with
the Baltimore Orioles during
the 1957 season. He played in
only 15 games and hit .195.

Antifreeze
Gas Lines
Windshield Fluid
Radiator Hoses
Foreign Auto Parts
AND MUCH MOREl

Call us...
for your auto supplies

to cooperate with the NCAA in
any further attempt to establish
responsibility for these acts.
Measures havt! been taken by
Austin Peay to put into place
corrective procedures to insure
that the foreign athlete cer·
tification process is not
vulnerable to altering in the
future.

~

Kentucky National Guard

majo1· league career in 1966
with the Atlanta Braves. He
pitched seven years for the
Braves, his best being the 1968
season. He had a 16·12 record
with a 2.60 earned run average.
He pitched 256 innings, sLriking out 157 batters and had 14
complete games. He was traded
to the Montreal Expos in 1973,
where he finished his career. •

OVCchamp·s-----------------Continued from Page 15

Mike Carden

''We install auto glass."

D&W
Auto Supply
7~563
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Garage Sale- Dennison Garage Sale· ,Denna.on
Hunt
day & Sa·
27 Most
Cost In

Garage Sale- Dennison
Fri~. ..-~~

Garage Sale- Dennison

Garage
Hunt Spc:
day & Sa1
27 Most

Anison
oods FriApril 26

Garage Sale- Dennison Below Cost In the ParkHunt Sporting Goods Friday&
27 Most

'

Below Cost In the Park-

'For
Below Cost In the Park-

Hunt
day & Sa

Dennison
g Goods Fritay Aptil 26

•Bats
•Tennis Shirts
Socks
T-Shirts
Hats

•Bags
•Jerseys
•Jackets .
•Gym Shorts
uetball & T nls ---

•Warmups
•Baseball Gloves
•4thletlc Shoes
•Swim Suits
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THE GOSS OFFSET PRESS a t the Unlvenlty Publlcatlon8 and Printing Servlcea pri"'- Mc»ut 1 ,000 copln of The Mu, SUN New. 8 11Ch week. Printing
Mf'VICH begM publl8hlng the paper In the e.ty 1t70e.

Editors' comments

Keeping track for 60 years ....

A newspaper editor who I respect very much once said that a
newspaper is the only job where mistakes cannot be swept under
the carpet. How many occupations lay their mistakes out on the
sidewalk for everyone to read?
Fo•· sixty years the newspapers of Murray State University and
Teacher's College have been airing their mistakes as well as their
strengths in the hopes of educating and informing the campus com·
munity. The test of time gives just about anything some sort of
credibility. This credibility has not been easily won.
Launching the newspaper was perhaps the greatest achievement
of the department of journalism. From the start when the publication was named The Colkge News, the paper was embattled.
Physically. it was difficult for early advisers and editors to pull a
staff of commuters and part-time students together to make the
paper work. The method of publishing the paper was difficult-im·
possible for today's standards.
.
As trends in journalism changed so did TM News. No longer did
the editors want to be a public relations tool of the college. Wars,
protests and academic issues begged for constructive criticism and
controversy. Well before the close of World War II the newspaper
had achieved its role of watchdog.
Many university officials and faculty believe the publication
should have never abandoned its public relations emphasis. These
are the same people who proclaim to support realism in the
classroom and valuable experience in the balls of this campus.
Former adviser to The News, Dr. L.J. "Cbier• Hortin said the
smartest thing he ever did was giving students control of the
publication. The basis of The News' existence comes from a goal to
create a realistic laboratory atmosphere for journalism majors. To
do less would be cheating the students out of a valuable aspect of a
journalism major's education.
That is not to say the publication is entirely self·serving. It has
been and is a mirror of Murray State's history. It welcomed soldiers
home from war, celebrated when the college became the universi·
ty-it has been at every building dedication and rededication and
even scooped two "professional" daily newspapers during the now
infamous Curris Controversy.
Mistakes are made in every branch of campus society from
students who miss exams right up to the president's office. The
News has recognized these imperfections, as well as its own in the
last 60 years. It has also recognized excellence on every level-a
presidential inlcusion on a state governmental contingent to
Et.U"ope, a track runner who breaks a tournament record and every
girl who ever won a beauty contest and every college t hat. rel\ches
'accreditation,

It is natural that the 1986-87 staff wishes The News a happy bir·
thday. But we would al.ao wish the University many happy returns
as well and thank t he students who worked before us for giving us
a rich interesting bt.tory and the desire to be better than ever in
the next 60 years.
-Dannie Prather, editor in chief 1986:S7 staff

... ano preparing for 60 more·
The role of the campus
·
newspaper haa changed d unng
the past 60 years and will probabl continue to do 80 during
th y xt 60
e ne
.
The Murrf!'Y State. News
means a v~ety of things to
people on this campus. Some rely on the newspaper to fmd out
what is happening, while some
use it for coupol) clipping.
Some students can't wait to
pick up a newspaper on Friday
morning to read d'uring their
classes, while others didn't even
. a campus paper ext'sted
rea Itze
until mid-term or so.
The newspaper has evolved
from having mostly press
release-type stories to having
more in·depth stories that
d'
.
reporters h ave to do a Ittt1e tg·
ging for.
In recent years, The Murray
State News has acted as a sort of
checks and balances system,
like the kind students learn
about in their government
classes.
The newspaper staff tries to
keep an eye op what is going on
around campus and an ear out
to hear student and faculty
reactions to event..

When things aren't kosher,
The Murray State News often
acta as a liaison to let everyone
know bow people feel. If we •
don't support a plan or
something that is going on, we
will be sure to say so in an
editorial or a commentary.
taft'
If a student, .fa~1ty or s
member or ad~un~strator wants
to express t~~ll' vte~ieth~ ~
do.so by wrttmg 8 e r
e
ed~to:·
d
keep us in
. u our rea ~:k u on what
ltne, ~t· ThWey c 't vete
Plephone
e recemorning if we
we prm .F 'da
11
ca ; on
.ntale in that week's
rna e 8 mts
paper.
As students, we have to strike
a balance while putting out a
newspaper, between learning
"'rom what we are doing and
•;
publishing a professional
product.
Everyone has high expects·
tiona of what we do, and they
should. But one of the purposes
of having a student-run
newspaper ia for journalism rna·
jors to learn the techniques of
interviewing, reporting,
writing and selling and producing adv.ertieementa.

I hope the role ?f The Murray
SUJU N~ws conttnues to srow
d .
th
ext 60 years as
unng . e n .
.
!ftUCh as tt has smce tts begi~ntng. The. people and the equtpment wlll change, of course.
During the three years I have
been here, drastic changes have
taken place.
The newsroom was moved
from the building that is now
the National Boy Scout
Museum into Wilson Hall. Each
year we get new pieces of equipment to help improve our opera·
tions and make them more
e 1c1ent .
We recently changed the.l~k
of the newspaper by revtsmg
the way we bad been doing
things and giving The Murray
State News a more modern look.
Th
k
th
e more we now, e more
we grow as individuals. The
campus newspaper, and any
newspaper for that matter, can
inform people of events that are
happening all around them.
This is the job of The Murray
State News today, and it will
probably be the task under·
taken by news staffs of the next
60 years.

m.

-Lisa Jacleson, editor in cl*{.

1981-88 •taff
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From hot lead to floppy disks...
Making The News has changed through its 60 years
By ANGIE WATSON
Assistant campus Life Editor

When the newspaper staff
produced the first issue of The
College News on June 24, 1927,
the Pogue Library basement
was the center of activity and
the Underwood manual
typewriter was top of the line
newsroom equipment.
·That predecessor of The Mur·
ray State News was published
every two weeks, L.J. Hortin, a
former director of journalism.

said. Students typed stories and
Hortin took them to the Murray
Ledger & Times, where the
paper was printed.
Newspaper headlinea were
hand set then, Dr. Ray Mofield,
·
rasm1ra dio-tele vition
a JOurna
professor, said. Stories were
printed on a 1~ preea,
which formed UD88 of type from
molten lead.
"It was a lot harder to print
the newspaper in thoae days,"
Mofield said.
By depressing keys like that

on a typewriter, the liquid lead the printer was a problem in the
Until the arrival of the cam·
was released into brass molds late 1920s.
pus printing press, the paper
that formed the letters. A mov·
was taken to the Mayfield
ing belt carried the individual
"Most people didn't have Messenger , Dr. Robert
molds to their proper place in cars," Hortin said. ''Most of McGaughey, chairman of the
the line of type known as a slug. them came in on trains.'' Hortin department of journalism and
commuted
·
'd
"It's a dying art form " Lloyd said
townsstudent&
such as Paris,
Tenn.from
and rad'10·televlSOn,
881 •
s. Perkins 8 Web' press Paducah to the main train sta· Students would make the trip
operator wh~ works at Univer·
to Mayfield every week to build
sity printing services, said. "It tion in downtown Murray.
the pages at the same _facility
"I actually dreamed of the day where .the ~ was prmted.
took 8 lot of concentration."
when we could have our own
Horttn's VlSlOil of an onHortin. one of the earliest newspaper and a newspaper campus press was not realized
newspaper advisers, said get· pre18 on campus to print it,"
See PRESSES
ting the typewritten stories to Hortin said.
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GETTING THE PAGES IN
ORDER, Lloyd Perkins, press
operator at University printing
services, strips a negative of a
newspaper page.

...

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

Photo by AOIIERT CALDWELL

PRINTING SERVICES WORKER Lllrry Lamb, left, develope a pia thllt wiH go on the prlnttng
prHa. The mecat pl8te
burned wtth a quartz light through the nepttye.

w•

PHOTO LITHOGRAPHER Ul8 llcCulaton and printing M rvlca
employH Scott Elder, below, make cletellecl correctlona while
mtpplng the~ belen the ......... IMde~
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Presse&-------------------------------------Continued from Page 5
until 1971 when Murray State
printing services began
pubfisbing The Murroy State
Nan in the General Services
BuildinJ.
Murray State became one of
the few schools in the state to
print a newspaper on its cam·
pus, Mofield, said.
With the press on campus, the
newspaper st.afl' now prepares
the pages in the Wilson Hall
newsroom for the printer.
After news copy is arranged
on the flats, the flats are sent to
the printers where negatives
are made of each flat, Orville
Herndon, graduate assistant for
The Murray State News, said.
From there, negatives are
'stripped,' (arranged as to the
order that they will appear in
the newspaper), Perkins said.
The negatives are put on a
plate burner where their image
is transferred to a plate through
the aid of a quartz light,
Perkins said. The plate is placed in developer, de-sensitized to
light and later placed on the
presses.
Perkins said Print.ing Ser·
vices produce an average of
5,700 copies of The Murray
Stale News each week for cam·
Photo by A08EAT CALDWELL pus circulation and 600 to 2,500
copies for alumni distribution.
THE FINISHED PRODUCT, tied by Scott Elder, printing tervlces
"It takes about four hours to
employee, Is distributed by University generaltervlcea every Fri- print the newspapers," Perkins
day morning.

said, "depending on whether
they use color or problems with
the presses.''
Photographs printed in the
newspaper require a photo
mechanical transfer (PMT>
before they can be placed on the
flats. For this process, the
photographs, that have been
developed in the newsroom are
sent to the printers for the PMT
processing.
With PMT processing, editors
are capable of enlarging the
original photograph by 300 per·
cent or reducing it to 20 percent
of its original size, Lila Me·
Cuiston, photo lithographer,
said.
The density of the darkest
area of the original photograph
and the density of the lightest
area of the photograph are
measured by a densitometer,
McCuiston said. This informa·
tion is fed into the Q-700 Data
Center, which tells her the ex·
posures needed for the par·
ticular photograph.
The process camera used in
making PMT's is situated in
two different rooms. The
original photograph is encased
in a frame, which is directly
situated in front of the lens of
the process camera. The end of
the camera that will receive
this image and transfer it to
PMT paper is in the darkroom.
The use ofPMT's is a relatively new process, ac:eording to Me·

C.uiston. "l had to go through a
film process before. That took a
lot longer," she said. "I guess
it's cut our time by over half."
With the growing computer
technology, McGaughey forsees
the day when copy will no
longer be laid out on flats for
printing. Instead, he said entire
pages would be designed on
computer terminals.
Newspapers such as The
Courier -Journal and The
Paducah Sun use this method
now. he said.
"The educational media can
never keep up with the commer·
cial media," McGaughey said.
"We don't have the money.
Hopefully, we won't be too far
behind."

Thank you
We would be remiu if we did not include in our thanks to our
beritap and our university the employees at the publications and
printing services. Lloyd, Lila and the rest of the crew have been pa·
.tieut and 10pportive of our efforts. As our ambitions have grown so
has their enthusiasm and profeaaionalism.
Working with us has not been easy. The best laid plans of
idealistic students sometimes don't work on paper, or on the
pre888S and they have been there to remind us of our limitations as
well as our abilities. We hope The News will cont.inue to be deserving of their pride and hard work.
Sincerely,
The 1986-87 staffo(Tbe Murray State News

Pboto by ..,...., CAI.OWELL

ADVERTISING PRODUCTION MANAGER Steve Loclcrtdge builds 1n ~from artwork

and copy baed on the client's preference.

PHOTOGRAPHER TONY

JAMES, rtght, edJuata the
........,. of a photo enlarger In
the darkroom. About five
students plua volunteer
photographers produce the
photos used
ln the news
paper weekly.

Photo by AOIIERT CALDWELL

PHOTOGRAPHER DllnM Borne triH to get a new angle on
things while being " lhot" hertelf by another volUnteer '

photographer.

...

·
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GETTING THIS WASN'T EASY.
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WITH FORD CREDIT
GETTING THIS•••

FROM JOE MAHAN IS.
At Mahan Ford • we know getting that degree wasn't easy. But when
it comes to a new car. we can help with
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit.
Hyou are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a BaChelor's
Degree between October 1. 1986 a~
September 30, 1987. you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program.
If you do. you'll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment,

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease. The money
1s yours whether you finance or not.
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose:
Ford cars: Escort Escort EXP.
Tempo. Mustang. Thunderbird, Taurus.
Ford trucks: Aerostar. Bronco II,
Ranger.
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987.
and you must take delivery of any
vehtcle by August 31 . 1987.

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

Joe Mahan Ford, lnc. l
211 Memorial Drive, Paris, TN

FORD

Paris- 642-4 711
Murray- 762-2449

